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About This Game

Hearts of Iron III lets you play the most engaging conflict in world history, World War 2, on all fronts as any country and
through multiple different scenarios. Guide your nation to glory between 1936 and 1948 and wage war, conduct diplomacy and

build your industry in the most detailed World War 2 game ever made.
  Features:

Play as any nation from 1936 to 1948, more than 150 countries to choose from.

Control the oceans with aircraft carriers, submarines and battleships and use your air force to defend your skies, support
your naval and ground forces, and to bomb your enemies

Thousands of historically accurate real-world military commanders and politicians.

Realistic military command AI with unprecedented levels of interaction

In-depth diplomatic and political system.

Historical accuracy combined with an unparalleled level of freedom of choice

More than 10,000 land provinces makes the game five times more detailed than HoI2 and the most detailed depiction of
World War 2 ever made.
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Customize your divisions in detail with more than 20 types of brigades

New economic system makes it possible to buy weapons from abroad.

Mobilization and reserves gives the option of surprise attacks, Blitzkrieg made real.

Government-in-exile makes it possible to continue to struggle from abroad with underground movements and uprisings
against the oppressing power.

Strategic warfare system makes it more important to defend the skies and oceans against foreign attacks; leaving cities
open to enemy bombing will now be devastating.

A completely new intelligence system, with several types of intelligence sources, makes it possible to get information
about enemy reserves and troop movements.

Assign troops to "theatres" on the map to fight two-front wars more successfully.

The new AI system and more detailed map will allow for more strategic decisions.

Flexible technology system with hundreds of categories, where major powers get their own unique attributes.
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Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 7 Aug, 2009
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The amount of people leaving negative reviews just because they couldn't get the game to work saddens me. Not only are they
needlessly dragging down the score of a great game, they're also missing out on a great experience.

That said, this game isn't for everyone. If you're considering getting this after playing Hearts of Iron 4, I would advise against it.
HoI4 is much more simple, but it also allows more freedom with countries, allowing you to play more as well as turn any
country into a proper player on the world stage. HoI3 is a lot more brutal and realistic in that regard, so if you're country starts
off terribly, chances are it'll stay that way. Don't expect to be able to change the world as Cuba or Liberia, but when WW2
inevitably happens there's nothing stopping you from picking a faction and sending some troops to the front.

But, if you thought HoI4 was lacking in combat (because holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it is), then HoI3 is the
game for you. There's a lot more nuance and micromanagement to be had, but if grand scale war simulators are your thing then
you'll be right at home. There's no battle planner that does all your work for you, it's just you manually commanding anywhere
from a few dozen to a few hundred units down to the division level. It's difficult, but rewarding.

And if what the base game offers you doesn't cut it, there are plenty of mods as well. The modding scene is mostly dead, but it's
produced a few gems, and the lack of updates for the game means they'll never become outdated. In particular I would
recommend:

WW1 Mod - obviously
Historical Plausibility Mod - More decisions and events, both historical and ahistorical for a richer experience overall
Modern Warfare Mod - Unfinished and dead, but still good for the latest version of the game, and has a lot of content as-is.

(and of course, remember to get the DLCs). I so far really like this game. but I'm wondering how to actually attack people,
because I am currently playing as germany during ww2 and I keep losing battles against them. How do I fight back?. If you need
to pause in HOI4, don't buy this game. With Black Ice, one of the best HoI, far better than HoI 4 , the only problem, a bit too
much bugs, if they took their inspiration from HoI 3 BI, the fouth of the name would have been a masterwork !. I'd really like to
play this game more, but on windows 10 (for me) it's a buggy unplayable mess.
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The game is vastly superior than it's descendant HOI IV by a large margin in terms of AI intelligence, troop management, and
the overall difficulty it gives. Now if only the devs put the same AI intelligence in HOI IV combined with its graphic, then my
life would be much better. I prefer micro-management sooo much more!
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